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“The only American author since Pynchon to
completely erase the line between the literary
novel and the spit-out-your-coffee comedy.”
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can.

Critics have compared him to Proust,
Pynchon, and Fred Astaire––an artful, slyly

––The Washington Post

“Gleeful and ingenious . ..Once again, wizardly Kraft mixes boy-wonder
high jinks with metaphysical musings, tall tales, and true love in a zany,
heart-lifting escape from the everyday.” ––Donna Seaman, Booklist

intelligent, wildly inventive observer of
Americana. Now Eric Kraft has landed an
ambitious comedy set both in our present and
in an alternative 1950s universe––Flying.

“With Flying, Eric ‘lighter-than-air’ Kraft barnstorms several miles above
where most writers’ imaginations dare to ascend.”
––Ed Park, author of Personal Days

I

t is the tail end of the 1950s, and in the
town of Babbington, New York, a young

MADELINE KRAFT

dreamer named Peter Leroy has set out to

build a flying motorcycle, using a design ripped
A

E R I C
ERIC
KRAFT

E r i c K r a f t has taught school, written
textbooks, and was the co-captain of a clam boat,
which sank. He was the recipient of a fellowship
from the National Endowment for the Arts and
has been awarded the John Dos Passos Prize for
Literature. He lives in New Rochelle, New York,
with his wife, Madeline.

N O V E L

from the pages of Impractical Craftsman magazine.

K R A F T

This two-wheeled wonder will carry him not
only to such faraway places as New Mexico and
the Summer Institute in Mathematics, Physics,
and Weaponry, but deep into the heart of a com-

“A HI LARIO US AND MASTER FULLY TOLD TALE.”

mercialized American culture, and return him to

— ST. PETERSBURG TIMES

Babbington a hero. More than forty years later,
as Babbington is about to rebuild itself as a
theme park commemorating his historic flight,
Peter must return home to set the record straight,
and confess that his flight did not match the

www.picadorusa.com/f lying

legend that it inspired.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS INCLUDED INSIDE

Drawing together Eric Kraft’s previously
published Taking Off and On the Wing with the
brand-new final part of the story, Flying Home,
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Flying is a buoyant comedy of remarkable
wingspan, a hilarious story of hoaxes, digressions, do-it-yourself engineering, and the wilds of
memory ––and a great satire of magical thinking in America.

